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Abstract: Starting from the findings of specialized studies on knowledge management in the field
of biotechnology, this paper aims to present the factors that underline sustainable performances
of Romanian biotechnology organizations. Particularly, descriptive analysis of these factors has
outlined a picture of the current situation of biotechnology in Romania. The design of an exploratory
knowledge management model for organizations in the biotechnology sector was achieved and
validated through a panel data model. Starting from a model of growth based on productivity, capital
inflow, and human capital, three statistical hypotheses were validated by a time series data panel
regression model using EViews 9.0 software. The data were collected for the enterprises active in
the field of biotechnology for a period of nine years. The paper highlights the fact that the economic
performance of biotechnology organizations is determined by the flow of capital, productivity, and
the workforce. Knowledge-based growth strategies are essential in the econometric model presented.
Nevertheless, in terms of knowledge management strategies, the sector has not reached its maturity,
and full sustainability is not a norm.

Keywords: biotechnology; knowledge management; knowledge transfer; intellectual capital;
communication online; quantitative analysis panel data

1. Introduction

In the past decade, there has seemed to be a scientific consensus on the importance of sustainability,
both at an organizational level [1,2] and at national and global levels [3,4]. Within this framework,
organizations are not only expected to be sustainable, but it is also in their interest to be so [5].
New business opportunities and models are emerging, related both to this sustainable drive and
technological development, and also to shifts in society and mentalities. Knowledge is at the center of
this evolution.

Nowadays, society is experiencing a new era where proper capitalization of knowledge
determines competitiveness and long-term sustainability. As a clear sign of this trend, knowledge
management has emerged as a key interest in both academia and practice, being immersed into various
fields and disciplines. What was once thought to be a fashionable approach to current phenomena
has rapidly turned into a multilevel reality: Both at the macro and micro levels, the imperative for
knowledge-based processes is becoming topical and compelling.

At a macro level, more and more economic growth strategies are knowledge-driven, thus
displaying the decision makers’ propensity toward harvesting, storing, generating, and leveraging
both the existing and novel sources of knowledge. Here, developing new knowledge, as well as
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building capacity to access and adapt global knowledge to specific contexts, set themselves up as
drivers of sustainable growth. Organically linked to this evolution, at a micro level, a wide array of
organizations sustains strategies and practices leading to effective knowledge management systems,
hence acknowledging their impact on business performance and, implicitly, on sustainable growth.
By corroborating these perspectives, new economic and business models give way to a thorough
enhancement of the ability of societies, communities, companies, and individuals to wisely use and
benefit from this knowledge. Even more, they place knowledge at the core of their existence and
survival while addressing it as a strategic resource or as a key business asset.

Biotechnology is an innovative domain that embeds knowledge in its DNA and creates knowledge
and networks based on knowledge. Therefore, knowledge management should be an organic
approach to the sustainable development of such organizations. Nevertheless, studies dedicated
to the peculiarities of knowledge management in this field are limited in terms of number and
approaches [6–12].

In the above-presented framework, knowledge management has emerged in the past decades
as a relevant domain of investigation [13]. Most of the studies referring to this topic either
have investigated the phenomenon in a general manner [14–17], or have focused on all types
of pro-profit organizations [18–21]. Nevertheless, also attention has been given to public
organizations [22,23], educational institutions (especially higher education institutions [24–26]), and
nonprofit organizations [27–31]: This allows contemplation of a complex framework of reference
focusing on the internal processes associated with knowledge management [32] (such as knowledge
management systems or knowledge sharing), as well as with intellectual capital [33]. Therefore, more
attention should be given to inter-organizational processes, including open knowledge transfers inside
a certain sector or among different sectors [34], aiming to a more inclusive sustainable development.

Biotechnology organizations are peculiar in terms of knowledge management and business
performance. Previous studies have shown that the high-performing companies are small
entrepreneurial organizations, rather than large organizations [8]. Knowledge retention is another key
aspect for the successful organizations in the biotechnology field, where knowledge is one of the most
valuable assets [12].

In order to be effective, knowledge management practice has to rely on a sound set of principles,
which leads to increased innovation capabilities [35]. Therefore, in biotechnology organizations,
the effectiveness of overall activity is mediated by knowledge management strategies through
enhanced innovation. Nevertheless, knowledge management is part of the strategic equation. In a
high-technologic environment, it complements the leadership and strategic management in business
performance [36].

A transfer of knowledge in the biotechnology sector done between different types of organizations
facilitates innovation to a large degree [8]. This has been supported by other studies showing that
inter-organizational cooperation along the value chain is key to knowledge creation and innovation [7].
Therefore, sharing knowledge, cooperation, and retention of knowledge should coexist in a balanced
way [9].

Knowledge sharing is a complex phenomenon. Knowledge could represent added value for an
organization, a valuable resource that contributes to the organizational development [16,37]. Therefore,
knowledge transfer is a sensitive issue. In addition, knowledge sharing is associated with knowledge
absorption and integration [38]. Understanding knowledge sharing facilitates an increase of the
transfer intensity [39,40].

The sharing of knowledge is influenced by a large number of factors that can be clustered into
several dimensions: Human factors, organizational traits, and the environmental context [41,42].
Human factors are connected to individuals involved in the sharing processes, such as the individual’s
motivations, trust, personality, technology literacy, attitude, and peer influence [43–46]. Organizational
factors are connected to the characteristics and inner dynamics of the organization, such as structure,
technological infrastructure, reward and recognition systems, work processes, leadership, and
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organizational cultural and social interaction relationships [39,40,45–50]. Environmental factors refer
to the economic situation, competitive cultures, and public policies [48].

Knowledge transfers have been investigated by researchers in all types of organizations, both
economic and nonprofit [51–53]. Several items can be observed when mapping knowledge transfers,
such as value creation in the chain, enablers, and partners [54]; barriers [51,55]; and intensity [39].
We stress that this framework is set having cognitive knowledge in mind. Facilitating and tracing
the sharing of cognitive knowledge is also easy to perform since a set of processes and supports can
be operationalized [56]. The sharing of knowledge in this framework can be facilitated by social
interaction among the actors, which is harder to observe [57]. During this process, emotional, spiritual,
and tacit knowledge can also be transferred, both within the organization and among organizational
partners. Strategic alliances facilitate this process. Strategic alliances give organizations a competitive
advantage. At the core of these alliances is knowledge transfer among members [58].

Innovative capabilities depend on the knowledge and intellectual capital of companies [10].
In order to be a dynamic asset, knowledge has to be shared, leading to increased intellectual capital.
This is a valuable asset of any organization, and in biotechnology companies it is even more relevant.

Having in mind the above-depicted framework, the present study investigates the economic
factors that underline the performances of Romanian biotechnology organizations, highlighting their
degree of sustainability and their particular contribution of knowledge sharing to their sustainable
economic outcomes.

This paper is structured as follows. First, we present an exploratory model of knowledge
management for organizations in the Romanian biotechnology sector. Then, a description of the
regression model is discussed. After that, the research hypotheses are presented and tested. The
econometric model is an improvement of the growth model developed by Aghion and Howitt [59] and
is based on a Cobb–Douglas production function with a constant scale rate. The application results
show the promising computational advantage of the regression model over the Aghion and Howitt
model. Conclusions, limits, and possible future developments are summarized in the last part of
the paper.

2. Materials and Methods

The present study aimed to understand the performances of biotechnology organizations filtered
through the knowledge management strategies adopted, highlighting the sustainability of these
business endeavors. The study aimed to understand better the processes associated to knowledge
transfers toward third parties in the case of companies in the biotechnology industry, having in mind
their sustainability and economic performances and setting. Only external processes were considered,
bearing in mind access to information, which consists of financial and economic data, as well as
the knowledge management practices mediated by the websites of the companies considered. The
following aspects were considered: Mapping of the knowledge made available (open knowledge
promoted), how strategic knowledge transfers are considered to be, and what are the relationships
between knowledge transfer, intellectual capital, and the economic setting in the case of the investigated
industry, as well as the impact of intellectual capital on performances.

The analysis consisted of two investigations: An exploratory evaluation of the knowledge
management strategies mediated by the communication strategy of the organizations in the framework
of the economic setting, and an estimation of a model for a performance evaluation of the organizations.

2.1. Designing an Exploratory Model of Knowledge Management for Organizations in the Biotechnology Sector

The first step of the study consisted of an exploratory evaluation of the two main components of
the knowledge management strategy of an organization: Intellectual capital and knowledge transfers.
This allowed us to better understand the economic performance of the observed organization in
relation to their knowledge management practices, allowing the pinpointing of some insights into the
way knowledge management strategies operate in this industry.
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Considering the type of information and the sample considered, partial least squares (PLS) was
recommended. This technique allowed us to identify relationships and their strengths between several
variables based on a structural equation model [55,59] in the context of a small sample of organizations,
considering that previous studies did not focus on identifying the specific links between the variables
considered [60,61]. Nevertheless, the application of SmartPLS3 revealed no viable model, due to a lack
of some inside information and a more extended set of variables that would have been associated with
such data.

In this framework, the analysis was based on crosstab queries and radar charts in order to map
the strategies disclosed. The contingency tables considered allowed to observe relationships that were
not easy to notice otherwise and that also could not be identified through some statistical investigation,
such as the one offered by EViews, due to the small sample available.

The database was generated by the observation of the website of the companies active in the
biotechnology industry in Romania. Fourteen variables, grouped in 3 main areas, were considered.
Each variable was evaluated on a scale from 1 to 5, where 1 generically indicated “nothing at all”,
while 5 reflected “to a very large degree”. For each variable, a 5-level scale was designed to better
measure the respective item.

The three main areas considered were knowledge transfers, intellectual capital, and
economic setting.

2.1.1. Knowledge Transfers

This construct contained a set of 4 variables associated with processes and factors influencing
knowledge transfers outside the organization. Open knowledge (KT1-OK) referred to knowledge
openly disclosed by organizations in the biotechnology industry, allowing free online access for use,
modification, and sharing by third parties. Open knowledge is an indicator of how strategic and
principial is the sharing of knowledge to the investigated industry [62–64]. It was measured on a scale
registering from no open disclosure toward full disclosure of activities and partners, encouragement
of further sharing, as well as the provision of guides and tools for knowledge use. The intensity of
knowledge transfers (KT2–IKT) was a scale measuring both the frequency of knowledge transfers
(from “not at all” and “accidental” to “very frequent updates”) and the scale connected to the variety of
knowledge shared. Enablers of knowledge transfers (KT3–EKT) was a complex construct, which could
have been observed from a wide variety of perspectives. For the purpose of this study, we considered
only external factors, such as strategic alliances and networking and interdisciplinary perspectives on
knowledge processes [54,58]. International organizations had a competitive advantage in this respect,
since they were both older and more connected organizations, part of large business and research
networks. Therefore, they would score much better than the local companies. Publications (KT4-P)
was another relevant indicator of knowledge transfer toward third parties [65].

2.1.2. Intellectual Capital

Considering the wide significance of intellectual capital within the framework and limits of the
present study, we proposed six items. The number of employees (IC1–NE) was evaluated on a 5-level
scale (1–3, 4–9, 10–19, 20–50, and more than 50 employees). The larger the number of employees, the
stronger the intellectual capital was. Intellectual property (IC2–IP) considered the types of intellectual
assets and their diversity. The items considered ranged from certificates and external recognition to
patents. A large portfolio of intellectual property was a positive setting for more intense knowledge
transfers. Human-related competitive advantage (IC3–HRCA) referred to a wide range of approaches
related to the development of human resources, such as providing training opportunities and human
and knowledge exchanges, awards, and recognition for employees. All these issues were considered
only through their reflection on companies’ websites. Relational capital is a complex variable [66–71].
Considering the purposes and the limitations of the information available, the present study divided
relational capital into two areas, internal and external. Internal relational capital (IC4–IRC) was
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associated with the network developed inside the organization, among its branches. It referred to
the mechanism of enhancing intellectual capital inside the organization or group. External relational
capital referred to the network (IC5–N) of partners with which the company cooperates. Value
creation (IC6-VC) was a prerequisite for knowledge sharing, and it depended on intellectual capital.
It was also embedded in the DNA of the organizations of the biotechnology industry, since R&D
activities are at their core processes. Previous studies have indicated that knowledge management
facilitates value creation and develops intangible assets of companies [72]. The present study aimed
to see if value creation strategies lead to the development of intellectual capital, as well as to more
intense knowledge transfers. Since we did not have inner data, this subconstruct was measured to
track the enablement of value development in communities and third parties through knowledge
dissemination. In this framework, the value created by the biotechnology companies would be shared
and used by partners and communities to further value development. This construct was evaluated
as a facilitator of further value creation. The scale went from no online value provision toward some
support for value creation and disclosure, getting to the creation of frameworks for the social use of
outcomes, including knowledge. The upper level referred to the enablement of value development in
communities through extensive and complex knowledge dissemination. The value created could be
therefore freely shared and used by partners and communities, including in frameworks facilitated by
the organization investigated.

2.1.3. Economic Setting

We mostly investigated companies set up in order to generate profit for their shareholders, where
economic aspects influence the entire activity of these organizations, including knowledge management
and transfer approaches. The extent of the knowledge transfer is influenced by economic perspectives.
On the other hand, economic perspectives and business objectives influence the intensity and profile
of knowledge transfers. The relationship between intellectual capital and economic setting seemed to
be clear. The more extended the intellectual capital, the better the economic performances expected.
On the other hand, better economic results would lead to increased resources for R&D, leading to
more intellectual capital as well as making the company more attractive to valuable employees. The
items considered under this construct were turnover (ES1-TO), profit (ES2-P), project scale (ES3-PS),
and stakeholder acknowledged (ES4-S). The project scale variable measured the number of projects
developed in the past five years by the companies evaluated (and presented online). Stakeholder
acknowledged referred to the diversity of the stakeholders recognized as such on the website. This
recognition was an indicator of some form of stakeholder management, which also had a component
of knowledge transfers.

In Romania, there are 123 companies currently operating in the field of biotechnology with
CAEN code 7211 (research and development in biotechnology). A large number, 51, do not have any
employees, and therefore they hardly operate. Half of them, 25 companies, were established over the
past 3 years. A similar number of organizations reported a zero-business figure. Organizations with
no activity were excluded from our sample. Another precondition set was the existence of a functional
website for the organization, to make data mining possible. In the end, the sample of our research
included 34 companies. Twelve of them are part of international organizations. One is a Romanian
company that opened a branch in Bulgaria. Most of them are active in the medical or pharmaceutical
industries or in bio-agriculture.

3. Estimating a Model for Computing the Performance of Enterprises in the Biotechnology Sector

In this section of the study, we performed a quantitative analysis of all the enterprises active in
the field of biotechnology since the year 2008, one year after Romania joined the European Union. This
longitudinal evaluation gave us a dynamic perspective on evolution in the sector.

Improving the performance of businesses active in the field of research and biotechnology
has been analyzed in a number of research articles. It has been shown that this performance
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indicator is closely linked to the flow of capital and productivity [73,74]. Other authors [75,76] have
concluded that innovation and human capital have a positive impact on the economic performance of
biotech companies.

Starting from these empirical studies mentioned above, we focused our research on the question:
“What are the factors that increase the performance of research and biotechnology enterprises in
Romania and what is the impact of these three factors in raising this indicator?” Starting from the
literature, we tried to estimate which of the three independent factors of impact in biotechnology,
namely productivity, capital flow, and intellectual capital, have the greatest impact in terms of
increasing the economic performance of enterprises that do primarily research and development
in biotechnology. The performance of an organization is, nevertheless, influenced by a larger number
of factors [77].

In order to carry out this impact analysis, three research hypotheses (Table 1) were considered.

Table 1. Formulation of statistical hypotheses.

Hypothesis 1 Hypothesis 2 Hypothesis 3

Productivity is a significant factor
with direct impact factor for

increasing the economic performance
of enterprises that have primary

activity research and development in
biotechnology.

The flow of capital has a significant
and positive impact on the economic

performance of biotechnology
enterprises.

The intellectual capital of enterprises whose
primary activity is research and

development in biotechnology is a
significant factor in the economic

performances of the enterprises in the model.

To test the three above-mentioned statistical hypotheses, we built an econometric model starting
with the Aghion and Howitt production function [59], which will be described in the next chapter. To
this function, we added a dummy control exogenous variable and used the return on assets (ROA) as
a proxy variable for an economic performance endogenous variable. Hence, the so-created multilinear
regression model has economic performance as the dependent variable, and the independent variables
are productivity, capital flow, the number of enterprises with research and development activities in
biotechnology, and stakeholder capital. The model has a multiple parametric structure, but can be
used for a wide range of applications, for average estimate, covariance, and also for the parameters of
the equation.

Given that the analysis was carried out for a period of nine years, the statistical study included a
panel-type data analysis. Thus, the exogenous variables used in this model are variables of prediction
(productivity) and control variables (capital flow and intellectual capital, for which the proxy variable
is the number of employees used in the model), and for the endogenous variable a proxy variable is
used for the calculation of economic performance, namely ROA.

Using ROA as a key performance metric, the attention of the management is drawn to the assets
required to run the business. Some economists [78] consider ROA to be a better metric of analyzing
financial performance than the income statement profitability measured by return on sales. ROA
explicitly considers the assets used to support management activities. It determines whether an
undertaking is able to generate a suitable return on these assets instead of showing a robust return
on sales.

The regression analysis used panel data. The results obtained by panel analysis were
consistent [79]. Thus, we can say that the database used in the regression analysis was large enough.

An econometric model that has economic performance as an endogenous variable should use
both control variables and predictive variables as exogenous variables [80]. The model has a simple
parametric structure, but can be used for a wide range of applications, for average estimation,
covariance, and constraints on equation parameters. Thus, the exogenous variables used in this
model were divided into control variables (foreign stakeholders and human capital in R&D businesses
in biotechnology) and prediction variables (productivity and capital flow).
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In conclusion, the regression model [81] is defined as follows:

Yit = α + X′itβ + δi + γt + εit, i = 1, N; t = 1, T, (1)

where i = a cross-section dimension (transversal section), N = 34 is the number of companies in our
model, t = time (time series dimension–longitudinal section), T = 9 is the number of years, Yit = a
dependent variable, X′

it
= the it observation of the independent variables, δi, γt = special effects (fixed

or random), β0, β1, β2, . . . , βk = the equation’s coefficients, and εit = a residual variable.
Using the exogenous and endogenous variables described above, our regression equation becomes

ROA = β0 + β1(Prod) + β2(Capital) + β3(Empl) + β(Dummy), (2)

where:

• ROA = return on assets (the dependent variable), which is calculated as the ratio of net profit to
fixed assets;

• Prod = productivity, defined as the ratio of turnover and number of employees to research and
development activities in biotechnology. We expected this variable to have a positive coefficient
in the regression model;

• Capital = capital flow, representing the amount of funds invested by enterprises for research and
biotechnology. In this case, we also expected the value of the coefficient in the regression model
to be positive;

• Empl = the number of employees, representing the total number of employees in R&D businesses
in biotechnology, for each enterprise in the analyzed period;

• Dummy = it, which shows whether the company has a foreign or domestic stakeholder.

The data collected for these variables was based on National Institute of Statistics (NIS) reports.

Estimation of the Econometric Model

Our econometric model is based on AK theory, which explains productivity growth resulting
from innovations. In AK models, the sustainability of production growth results from intertemporal
externalities between firms that accumulate human or physical capital. When different types of capital
are accumulated, then reduced returns would cut the marginal product of the firms to zero, since part
of their accumulation is based on the technological progress needed to balance the reduced returns.

The economists Philippe Aghion and Peter Howitt [59] created an economic model for calculating
long-term economic growth, ranging from economic variables such as capital and human capital
accumulation, to productivity and capital inflows, to variance in strength as an expression of
technological innovation and entrepreneurship. The model uses a Cobb–Douglas production function:

Y(t) = A(t)(X(t))α, (3)

where t is the time frame to be analyzed; α is the coefficient of elasticity, 0 < α < 1; Y(t) is total
production; X(t) is input (factors of production); and A(t) is labor force.

For the input function, we used the total capital of the bioeconomy enterprises (K(t)). Thus,
Equation (1) can be rewritten as:

Y(t) = A(t) K(t)α. (4)

To linearize this exponential equation, we logged both members of the equation above:

ln(Y(t)) = ln(A(t)) + α ln(K(t)). (5)
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To obtain the Y growth rate, we calculated the first-order differential of the previous equation,
and we got:

∆ln(Y(t)) = ∆ln(A(t)) + α[∆ ln((K(t)]. (6)

In addition, we considered that total productivity (A(t)) is a linear function between productivity
(Prod) and number of employees (Emp):

∆ln(A(t)) = B + β(Prod) + γ(Emp). (7)

By substituting Equation (6) into Equation (5), we obtained

∆ln(Y(t)) = B + β1(Prod) + β2[∆ ln((K(t)] + β3(Emp). (8)

In the regression model, analyzed using the statistical software EViews 9.0, Englewood Cliffs,
Prentice Hal, NJ, US, we used:

• ∆ln (Y(t)), the percentage increase of ln (Y(t));
• ∆ln (K(t)), the percentage increase of ln (K(t)).

A description of the variables included in our regression model can be seen in Table 2. For the
cases where the data had a standard normal distribution, the median and mean values approximated
each other [82]. As we can see in the following table, the mean and median values of all variables were
very close to each other. For this reason, it was assumed that all variables in the model were close to
the standard normal distribution.

Table 2. Statistical description of the variables in the model.

Variable Mean Median Standard Deviation N

Y 67.19 68 119.29 34
X1 249,965.05 249,966 403,359.66 34
X2 788,093.30 788,095 4,089,737.30 34
X3 5.31 5 14.2534 34
X4 0.35 0 0.59 34

Source: Data analysis was conducted by the authors using EViews 9.0 software.

A correlation table was used to investigate the existence of multicollinearity among the exogenous
variables used in the model. Since the correlation coefficients in Table 3 were smaller than ±0.70, it
was assumed that there were multicollinearity problems among the variables [83].

Table 3. Correlation matrix of the variables used in the model.

Variable Y X1 X2 X3 X4

Y 1 0.69 0.58 066 0.45
X1 0.69 1 0.18 0.14 0.21
X2 0.58 0.18 1 0.09 0.28
X3 0.66 0.14 0.09 1 0.07
X4 0.45 0.21 0.28 0.07 1

Source: Data analysis was conducted by the authors using EViews 9.0 software.

An F-test and the Lagrange multiplier Breusch–Pagan test were performed to determine whether
the method used in our analysis of the research model in Equation (1) was fixed effects, random effects,
or pooled data, after reporting descriptive statistics for the variables used in the model.
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The aim of using the F-test was to test the validity of the pooled model from the intended static
panel data models against the fixed effect model [84]. Unrestricted and restricted models were required
to perform this test:

Unrestricted model : Yi = Xiβi + u, (9)

Restricted model : Yi = Xβ + ui, i = 1, N. (10)

H0 : βi = β; H1 : βi 6= β

If the null hypothesis H0 was not rejected, it would be βi = β. In such a case, a classical model
would be accepted and a solution made by using the pooled data technique. Otherwise, the fixed effect
model would be valid.

Table 4 shows the F-test statistical results. The null hypothesis H0 was rejected, since the
probability value was lower than the error according to these results. It was determined that the pooled
model was not suitable for our analysis.

Table 4. Fixed effect test.

F-Statistics F-Stat. Prob.

10.516 0.0007

The Lagrange multiplier Breusch–Pagan test was used to choose between the pooled method and
the random effect models [85]. The null hypothesis that the variance of random effects was zero and
the alternative hypothesis that it was not zero were as follows:

H0 : σ2
u = 0; H1 : σ2

u 6= 0; .

In a case where the variance of the unit effects was zero, this indicated that the model would be
analyzed with a pooled model. The results of the Breusch–Pagan Test are shown in Table 5.

Table 5. Random effects test.

Cross-Section Time Both

Coefficient 324.23 74.324 402.76
Probability 0.00001 0.00001 0.00001

When we examined the test results in Table 5, the H0 hypothesis was rejected when the probability
value was greater than 0.05. In this case, it was concluded that the pooled Ordinal Least Square (OLS)
model was rejected. Now it was necessary to test which of the fixed and random effect models should
be preferred. The choice between the fixed effects and random effects model would be given by the
Hausman test.

The hypothesis as to the Hausman test was established as follows [86].

H0: There is no correlation between explanatory variables and unit effects.
H1: There is a correlation between explanatory variables and unit effects.

The Hausman test is a statistic which, under the null hypothesis (H0), has asymptotically the ℵ2
(chi-square) distribution. The Hausman test is shown in Table 6.

Table 6. Hausman test.

Chi-Square Statistic Chi-Square Statistic Prob.

11506 0.897
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Since the probability value (0.897) in the above table was greater than 0.05, we conclude that H0

was accepted at a 95% level of confidence. According to this analysis, the fixed effects estimator was
effective and consistent.

4. Communication Behavior of Romanian Biotechnology Organizations

Through their activity, organizations in the biotechnology sector are active researchers and
generate new knowledge on a regular basis. Dissemination of the outcomes of this research could
contribute to knowledge transfer and would accelerate its use in various contexts. Only nine of the
organizations in our sample present the publications associated with their results on their website
and assume the role of active agents of knowledge development across the industry. Most of these
organizations are research institutes and/or are active in large-scale research projects.

Other forms of knowledge transfer that we observed were webinars (one company) and training
offered to third bodies (five companies).

Summing up the above presented approaches, we conclude that the companies in biotechnology
are not open to free knowledge transfer toward industry and society. This behavior seems to contradict
the previously published literature relating knowledge transfer to innovation [8]. This framework is
also a restraining factor to further knowledge sharing. As previously shown [9], it depends on human,
organizational, and environmental factors. The last aspects do not provide a stimulating context in
Romania, as we observed.

4.1. Mapping Knowledge Management Approaches and Their Economic Relevance

The variables monitored varied in all cases from 1 to 5, showing a wide range of approaches to
knowledge management. The mean of these variables revealed the average in the sector, considering
knowledge sharing practices, intellectual capital approaches, and the economic setting provided by
organizations in the biotechnology sector.

The mean values of the variables associated with knowledge management practices can be
observed in Table 7.

Table 7. The mean values of the variables associated with knowledge management practices.

KT1-OK KT2-IKT KT3-EKT KT4-P IC1-NE

2.26 2.15 3.00 1.79 2.24

IC2-IP IC3-HRCA IC4-IRC IC5-N IC6-VC

1.85 1.94 2.94 3.03 1.68

ES1-TO ES2-P ES3-PS ES4-S

1.76 2.35 1.82 2.50

Shading refers to the highest values.

The above table reveals rather low values for all indicators evaluated, showing a low interest
in knowledge management and/or a lack of transparency when communicating the knowledge and
innovative dimension of the activity. The highest values were registered in the case of enablers of
knowledge transfer (KT3-EKT) as the main facilitator of knowledge transfer, networking (IC5-N) as a
key component of intellectual capital, and stakeholder recognition (ES4-S) as the core of the economic
setting of the investigated organizations. One observes that all these factors were related to relational
capital. Therefore, the data suggest that relational capital is at the core of the knowledge management
strategies of these organizations.

The first set of comparative scrutiny addresses the strategies and capabilities disclosed inside
each main variable: Knowledge transfer practices, intellectual capital disclosed, and economic setting.
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Investigating knowledge transfer practices—facilitated by the websites of the organizations—one
observes a small cluster of organizations that are open to such approaches and actively disseminate the
results of their work, as well as recourses in the field. This cluster comprises 9 organizations out of 34.

The above radar chart (Figure 1) allowed us to identify a relatively widespread interest in
presenting the enablers of knowledge transfer. Organizations tend to present their most important
partners and the extension of their network online in order to stress their reputation. This gives
us some insights into the dynamics of knowledge across these networks of enablers. In most cases,
organizations choose to share knowledge via private channels, including with financial mediation,
rather than to freely present the outcomes of their research activity, as reports, as condensed forms of
presentation or as full publications.
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Figure 1. Knowledge transfer practices of biotechnology organizations. Source: Based on processed
data by the authors.

The analysis of the disclosure of intellectual capital showed an opaquer approach (Figure 2).
Biotechnology organizations rely on research, on high-quality intellectual capital, and on value
creation. All these aspects contribute to their competitive advantage and success. The investigation we
developed showed that Romanian biotechnology organizations do not explicitly relate their success to
knowledge sharing. They prefer not to present these assets except for a few that are tightly related to
reputation and trust, such as prestigious partners and certificates obtained.

These misty strategies were confirmed by the analysis of the economic setting (Figure 3).
While competitive knowledge management strategies recommend personalized project approaches,
stimulating human resources approaches, stakeholder cooperation, facilitation of tacit knowledge
exchange, and value creation [87,88], all these aspects are not transparent from the way Romanian
biotechnology organizations communicate and seem to operate. The sustainability of the knowledge
advantage [6,89,90] seems not to be exploited by these companies, considering both the variations
and inconsistencies between the sub-items considered as well as the deviations in time of economic
turnout, number of employees, and such. We recommend more transparency in order to transform
knowledge sharing into a competitive advantage for the investigated organizations. This approach
would also facilitate their image development and would develop stakeholder relationships (meaning
also relational capital) as well as perceived intellectual capital.
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Figure 2. Intellectual capital disclosure in biotechnology organizations. Source: Based on processed
data by the authors.
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Figure 3. The economic setting of biotechnology organizations. Source: Based on processed data by
the authors.

Benchmarking the above investigation to the study of Alegre, et al. [6] on biotechnology firms in
France, one can observe a gap. While the mentioned study showed positive relationships between
knowledge management and innovation performance, the data offered by the Romanian companies
showed a loose relationship between knowledge management and knowledge capabilities and
innovation, as well as performance. On the one hand, this is explained largely by the type of
information available: Online, filtered by the communication strategies of the organizations. On the
other hand, the relative lack of transparency of the biotechnology organizations in Romania cannot fully
cover an insufficiency in the development of a knowledge management strategy of these organizations.
They still have to find a strategic balance [9] between knowledge sharing, cooperation, and knowledge
retention. The third aspect seems to be in the focus of the investigated organizations, while the first
two are not.

4.2. The Pattern of Knowledge Transfers in Romanian Biotechnology Organizations

Starting from the observation that an interest in knowledge management and a more complex
approach to knowledge management strategies lead to a more open presentation of knowledge
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capabilities, of knowledge dynamics, and to an openness to knowledge sharing within and outside
organizations, the dataset on the organizations most open to knowledge transfers reveal the profile
of the most proficient organizations in terms of knowledge management. As mentioned before, we
isolated a cluster of nine organizations operating in Romania that are open to knowledge transfers
outside their organizations (KT1-OK = 5, 4). A smaller cluster, of five organizations, was also
isolated, considering its active approach to the human resources management connected to knowledge
management, as well as to stimulation of knowledge development among employees (IC3-HRCA = 5,
4). Two of the organizations belonged to both clusters. A third cluster we isolated was associated with
the best performances in value creation (knowledge-wise). This cluster included seven organizations.
We mentioned that the item used for selection was IC6-VC, and the highest values considered were
4 and 3. This showed either a lack of transparency and/or a performance oriented toward financial
outcomes rather than value creation. Six of the organizations in the third cluster were included in the
first one, too.

The profiles of the organizations in the first cluster were diverse: Five are international companies,
one is a local company, two are publicly funded research centers, and one is a private company
encompassing a research institute and a factory. All of the organizations in the second cluster
are international companies, and thus the practices related to human resources and integration of
knowledge management into Human Resources strategies are transferred from the head organization.
Five of the organizations in the third cluster are international companies, one is a Romanian one, and
one is a public research institute.

The profile of the organizations with best practices can be seen in Table 8.

Table 8. Profile of the organizations with best practices.

Area International Company Romanian Company Research Institute

Open knowledge sharing 5 2 2
Human resources

knowledge development 5 0 0

Value creation 5 1 1

Therefore, the maturity of the knowledge management approaches, including knowledge sharing
strategies, depends on the maturity of the organization. International companies bring know-how and
effective practices, as well as a framework to stimulate value creation, transfers of knowledge, and
presentation and transparency.

5. Results and Discussions

The exploratory investigation of the websites showed a relative lack of transparency in relation to
knowledge management, intellectual capital, and performances of the biotechnology organizations
operating in Romania. The best practices in the field are offered by international organizations, which
also present better economic and sustainable performances. Although creating value and innovation
are at the core of the investigated organizations, the strategies they adopt in the field of knowledge
management and sharing, as well as in that of the intellectual capital, are very pragmatic in nature,
very strictly subordinate to economic performance. Even more, knowledge is not considered an asset of
primary value compared to the processes associated with service provision to customers. Adopting an
appropriate knowledge management model might improve organizational performances and would
enhance the knowledge capital as a competitive advantage [91]. In the same vein, more convenient
human resources management strategies would lead to more effective knowledge sharing [92] and
better performances.

The model of knowledge sharing revealed by our analysis has several points of reference. Mostly
the large organizations, mainly international companies, openly provide the outcomes of their R&D
activity. This might be connected to their reputation building strategy, as well as to a more elaborate
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knowledge management strategy. Networking and stakeholder acknowledgment are also points of
reference for such organizations.

The dynamics of the activities of biotechnology organizations in the past years have shown a large
fluctuation in terms of projects and financial outcomes. Therefore, we observed an immature market,
determining oscillations in the business outcomes of most organizations. An explanation might be a
lesser knowledge management dynamic capability. The study of Alegre et al. [6] showed that in mature
markets, knowledge management dynamic capabilities help to improve knowledge management
processes, and to cope with market variations being connected to innovation and financial performance.
Therefore, a low level of knowledge management dynamic capability would make companies more
vulnerable to external factors. Nevertheless, we draw attention to specific factors, such as stakeholders,
business practices, and marketing strategies, maybe also impacting this process. In addition, this
longitudinal perspective confirms the competitive advantage that international companies possess.
This gap was nuanced in our study in the field of knowledge management and sharing practices.

The results also are connected to a study by Biber-Freudenberger et al. [93], which highlighted that
sustainability is not improved by a simple shift to renewable resources or materials. Innovation and
responsible transfers of knowledge are key to sustainable development (in the field of biotechnology,
too). The investigation undergone suggests that the companies operating in Romania still have to
design effective strategies in this vein. The situation could be further clarified by an investigation
highlighting the specific relationships between environmental/external factors and internal ones
(human and organizational). Social interactions are also relevant [58], and therefore understanding
them would add to the puzzle’s solving.

The parameters of the simple linear regression model used in this study were estimated by a time
series panel data regression, and the software used in this analysis was EViews 9.0 statistical software.

As can be observed in Table 9, all model parameters were statistically significant at a significance
level of 95% for all three independent variables in the model.

Table 9. Analysis of the results a.

Variables Coefficient Std. Error Prob.

C −2.0023 1.920 0.0001 *
PROD 0.00027 1.430 0.023 **

CAPITAL 0.00033 1.320 0.038 **
EMPL 9.36923 1.072 0.045 **

DUMMY 0.28430 0.204 0.038 **
R2 = 0.736 Adj. R2 = 0.718
F-Statistic Prob. = 0.0001

a Dependent variable: Return on assets (ROA); * significant at 1%; ** significant at 5%.

Analyzing the evolution of economic growth at the level of all organizations in Romania during
the period of 2008–2016 through independent variables (productivity, capital flow, and number of
employees), the following results were obtained from the perspective of a multifactorial regression
analysis: Y = −2.003 + 0.00027X1 + 0.00033X2 + 9.369X3 + 0.2843X4 with standard error coefficients
(1.920), (1.430), (1.072), and (0.204).

In addition, the variation in the independent variables included in the multiple linear regression
model explained 73.6% of the change in return on assets of the enterprises in the sector (R2 = 0.736), the
26.4% difference being explained by other factors. The results of our analysis were consistent with the
work of Sofian et al. [94], which developed a regression model to increase the economic performance
of businesses, partly explained by environmental factors and intellectual capital.

The accuracy of the multiple linear regression model was calculated using the Fisher test. From
Table 6, we can see that the value of this test was (prob. = 0.0001) less than 0.05, which led us to
the conclusion that the regression model was valid at a significance level of 95%. It is also noted
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that the independent variables included in the model had a significant impact on the variance of
the dependent variable (contributing to the average annual economic growth of the enterprises in
the sector). Thus, the main conclusion of the regression model was that the independent variables
explained a significant share of 73.6% of the economic performance of the enterprises active in the field
of research and biotechnology.

Hence, all three research hypotheses were validated.

6. Conclusions and Recommendations

In conclusion, following this analysis, we can state that the economic model on performance
was valid and accurately specified, and that the factors of production, capital, and number of firms
were significant in increasing the economic performance of the enterprises in the bioeconomy sector in
Romania. This was due to the fact that they registered significant values for the estimated coefficients,
which were significantly different from zero, and that the model explained most of the variation in the
economic performance of bioeconomy enterprises in Romania. This paper adds to the recent studies of
the performance analysis of biotechnology organizations in Romania [95,96].

Considering that the calculation of the macroeconomic indicators used in the regression analysis
was covered for a period of nine years, the main limitation of this research is given by the narrow
database used in the factorial analysis. Future research will be carried out over longer periods of time,
which could provide a larger picture of the Aghion and Howitt model applied to the microeconomic
indicators of the research and development enterprises in biotechnology in Romania.

The exploratory investigation was limited to the data offered by the organizations in the sample
online. Therefore, the inputs were filtered by the communication strategy of these organizations. This
information is relevant, because the need to increase the trust and reputation of the organization leads
to a better disclosure of intellectual capital and the competencies of these organizations. Nevertheless,
it also depends on the level of professionalism they have.

The investigation revealed that relational capital is viewed as a main resource, while open
knowledge strategies are not common for biotechnology companies in Romania. Human resources
knowledge development also is not at the core of the knowledge management strategies. Corroborating
all the findings, one observes that the performances of the biotechnology organizations are not coherent
with a formal sustainable development strategy: The knowledge management strategies are rather
immature and self-centric. Their performances are economic in essence, with the organizations being
oriented toward financial outcomes without a strong focus on value creation and sharing. This
indicates a concentration on the economic aspects of sustainability and an immature market from
this perspective. International companies operating in Romania have more consistent strategies of
knowledge management.

Another aspect to be considered is that the exploratory investigation is relevant for the present
moment in time, not having in mind the inner dynamics of the organizations, while the economic model
has in mind a dynamic perspective over nine years. Nevertheless, the two perspectives complement
each other, in the sense that they can provide a view on the industry that reflects both the evolution of
the activity and the development stage at the present moment. Only by cumulating these perspectives
can one observe the immaturity of the market considered.

As for the practical implications of the previous investigations, we recommend for these
companies to have in mind all three aspects of sustainability. Communicating all of these could
also be beneficial, not only to them, but also to the members of their networks. This transparency
could also contribute more consistently to their reputation. Another aspect to be considered by the
biotechnology organizations operating in Romania is a more consistent focus on interorganizational
cooperation along the value chain. Adapting their business models to more sustainable approaches
might increase their performances, both economic and social [97]. The human factors should also be
enhanced in order to be part of an effective knowledge management and a sustainable development of
these organizations.
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